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The fluid mobility characteristics in the pores with various apertures for tight-

sandstone would finally determine the fluid mobility and production of tight oil

and gas reservoirs. In this study, the tight-sandstone core samples collected

from Middle Jurassic Xishanyao Formation in Santanghu Basin were launched

the fluid mobility measurements under various centrifugal speeds. With the

NMR fractal theory pore classification method, the various types of pores in the

tight-sandstone core samples were classified, and the fluid mobility in different

types of pores were also investigated. The results show that the tights-

sandstone core samples were significantly influenced by compaction, and

the core samples are relatively dense, the mineral intergranular solution

pores and colloidal intergranular pores are the main storage spaces. With a

constant increase of the centrifugal speed, the fluid mobility increases

continuously, and the fluid mobility for CTOS-19 features stronger than that

of CTOS-7, which is related to the complexity of pore structure in tight-

sandstone sample. Compared with the pore aperture in CTOS-19, the pore

aperture in CTOS-7 is smaller, and the connectivity between the smaller and

larger pores is poorer, leading to the poorer fluid mobility. Besides, the NMR

fractal theory pore classification method also shows that the COTS-7 features

more pore types than COTS-19, five and four types respectively. The type

P2 and P3 pores are dominant in COTS-7 and CTOS-19 core samples, and the

connectivity between type P2 and P3 pores contributes dominantly to the fluid

mobility. With the NMR fractal theory pore classification method, the

complexity of the distribution of fluid and fluid mobility in tight reservoirs

could be studied quantitatively, and the results can efficiently guide the

development of residual oil and gas in tight oil reservoirs.
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Introduction

The development of tight-sandstone reservoirs is hot in the

field of unconventional oil and gas in recent years. However, the

nano-scale pores in the tight oil and gas reservoirs are developed

with complex pore structures and strong microscopic

heterogeneity. With a refined classification of pores in the

tight-sandstone reservoirs, it could ensure the mobility and

activation of geological fluids in different scale pore spaces,

which would guide the development of tight oil and gas.

Tight-sandstone reservoir features various types, the

structure and genesis of pores in tight-sandstone reservoir is

complex, and the classification and identification of pores are the

basis to study the reservoir characteristics, which is also the core

content of reservoir space characterization. Currently, the study

of the pores in the tight-sandstone mainly focus on the pore

genesis, pore morphology, pore size, pore yield and matrix

correlation, etc (Slatt and O’Neal, 2011; Loucks et al., 2012;

Yu, 2013). Various measurements have been used to investigate

the pore structure of tight-sandstone reservoir, such as scanning

electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscope (AFM),

focus-focused ion beam-electron SEM (FIB-SEM), nano-CT,

transmission electron microscope (TEM), high-pressure

mercury injection pressure (HMIP), constant-velocity mercury

pressure (C-MP), low-temperature nitrogen adsorption (LP-

N2A), low-temperature carbon dioxide adsorption (LP-CO2A),

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), small-angle neutron

scattering (SANS), small-angle X-ray scattering SAXS, ultra-

small angular scattering USAS (Curtis et al., 2012; Javadpour

et al., 2012; Melnichenko et al., 2012; Arabjamaloei et al., 2015; Li,

2020, Li et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021a; Li et al., 2021b), and so on.

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) technology, as a

nondestructive testing technique, has been widely used in the

field of unconventional oil and gas in recent years, such as the

fluid distribution characteristics (Mehana and El-Monier, 2016;

Lawal et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020), pore structure (Zhao et al.,

2011; Li et al., 2018; Zhang J. et al., 2019; Zhang Q. et al., 2019; Liu

et al., 2020; Ma et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020), seepage

characteristics (Sun et al., 2018a; Liu et al., 2020; Wang et al.,

2020) and wettability (Sun et al., 2018b; Liu et al., 2020; Mao

et al., 2020), etc. NMR technology has unique advantages in

characterizing the micro-structural pore features and fluid

mobility of reservoirs. Peng et al. (2018) classified the pores of

clastic tuffs into micro-pore, small pore, medium pore, and large

pore based on the boundary of 30 ms, 90 ms, and 200 ms. Wang

et al. (2021) classified the pores in the core of tight reservoirs into

completely immobile pores, partially mobile pores, and fully

mobile pores based on the mobility of pore fluids. Dai et al.

(2019) selected four characteristic points on the NMR T2

spectrum and classified the pores into nano-pores, small

pores, medium pores, and large pores. Li et al. (2022)

classified the movable fluid pores in tight cores into four

different pore types, P1, P2, P3 and P4 respectively with the

fractal method of nuclear magnetic resonance. Based on the

combination of multiple methods to form a “wide range, high

accuracy, and large scale” pore structure system, which can

provide an extremely enrichment pore structure information

(Clarkson et al., 2012), such as Gao et al. (2019) used a

combination of SEM, HMIP and C-MP to study the pore

structure of the pores. In addition, the pore characteristics of

tight cores are most widely analyzed by combined HMIP and

NMR tests, which convert the NMR transverse relaxation time to

pore radius, and this can better determine the quantitative

relationship between the NMR transverse relaxation time (T2)

and pore throat radius (Gao and Li, 2015). Commonly, the short

peak volume of T2 distribution corresponds to small pores, and

on the basis of pore radium conversion, the pores in tight

reservoirs can further be classified into micro-sized large pores

(>10 μm), micro-sized micro-pores (1–10 μm). submicro-pores

(0.1–1 μm), and nano-pores (<0.1 μm), with submicron pores

being the main contributor of movable fluids (Hu et al., 2020).

There have been numerous researches on the classification of

pores in the tight-sandstone reservoirs, and the fluid mobility in

the tight reservoirs. However, these studies mainly focus on the

total fluid mobility in the tight reservoir, and the refined fluid

mobility in various types of pores is not studied detailed. In this

study, the tight-sandstone core samples of Middle Jurassic

Xishanyao Formation in the Santanghu Basin, Norwest China

were selected as the subject, and the fluid movable of cores

under various centrifugal speeds of saturated simulated water

were carried out, combined with the NMR fractal theory pore

classification method provided by Li et al. (2022), the types of

pores in the tight-sandstones were divided, and

quantitatively characterizes the characteristics of fluid

movability and the degree of movability in different types

of pores were launched.

Experimental materials and
experimental test procedures

Experimental materials

The core samples for this study were collected from the

Middle Jurassic Xishayao Formation (J2x) in Santanghu Basin,

Northwest China. The tight reservoirs featured strong

heterogeneity, and the tight core samples were collected from

a nearby region in the full-diameter cores at the horizontal

stratification direction. The core samples were polished to

ensure that the planeness of the end face was less than

0.01 prior to the measurements. The porosity of the two tight-

sandstone samples were extremely low, ranging from 2.72 to 3.97
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%, and the permeability ranging from 0.0097 × 10–3 μm2 to

0.0238 × 10–3 μm2, which are typical extra-low porosity and

extra-low permeability reservoirs (Table 1). The test results

based on argon ion polishing SEM show that due to the large

burial depth, the tight-sandstone samples are compacted tightly

and the pores are poorly developed, and the pore types are mainly

mineral intergranular solution pores and colloidal intergranular

pores, and the developed intergranular solution pores are mostly

filled by calcite and clay minerals (Figure 1). The face porosity in

CTOS-7 core sample is 3.86 %, while the porosity of intergranular

pores in cement contributes almost 78.50 %. As a contrast, the

face porosity in CTOS-19 is lower than that of CTOS-7, and the

porosity of intergranular pores in cement contributes 67.40 %.

Methods

NMR techniques and fractal theory have unique advantages

in characterizing fluid mobility and pore structure features in

porous media. In this study, the Oxford Geospec 2/53 NMR high-

temperature and high-pressure online displacement system was

used to complete the measurements.

TABLE 1 The basic information of core samples in this study.

Core no. Formation Depth/m Length/mm Diameter/mm Permeability/10−3μm2 Porosity/% Pore volume/cm3

CTOS-7 J2x 2619.58 25.12 24.62 0.0097 2.72 0.33

CTOS-19 2621.47 25.74 24.52 0.0239 3.97 0.48

FIGURE 1
The SEM photos of the CTOS-7 and CTOS-19 samples. (Yellow zone is the colloidal intergranular pore, green zone is the intergranular solution
pores).
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The specific NMR testing procedures for fluid mobility of

tight cores at different centrifugal speeds are as follows: 1) the

oil-washed small-diameter cores were dried in a drying oven at

80°C for 48 h, and the porosity and permeability of the dried

cores were tested; 2) the dried cores were saturated in a NM-V

vacuum pressurized saturation device for 48 h to ensure that the

cores were completely saturated with simulated water, and the

saturated cores would be scanned by the NMR system; 3) the

saturated cores would be put in a centrifuge and centrifuged at

1,300 r/min for 30 min, and then scanned the cores with NMR

T2 spectra; 4) repeat step 2 and complete centrifugation at

3,000 r/min, 4,200 r/min, 6,000 r/min and 8,500 r/min

respectively.

The NMR relaxation time includes three parts, surface

relaxation time, fluid relaxation time and molecular diffusion

relaxation time. However, the latter two are usually ignored,

and the surface relaxation time is often used to approximately

characterize the transverse relaxation time of porous media

(Kenyon et al., 1988; Howard et al., 1993; Guo and Kantzas,

2009). Combined with the fractal theory, the pore fractal

characterization of porous media based on NMR can be

realized,

lg(Sv) � (3 −D)lgT2 + (D − 3)lgT2max (1)

where Sv is the cumulative volume fraction of pores with aperture

below r; D is the pore fractal dimension of pores with aperture

below r; T2 is the transverse relaxation time corresponding to

pore radius r, ms; T2max is the maximum transverse relaxation

time, ms.

Based on the NMR fractal theory pore classification method

provided by Li et al. (2022), the types of pores in the cores would

firstly divided with a fractal dimension of 2, and then the pore

fractal dimension correlation coefficient mutation point is used

as the secondary pore classification point for the classified

primary pore classification,

R2′ � R2
i+1 − R2

i

R2
i

(2)

where R2
i is the correlation coefficient between lg (T2i) and lg (Svi)

at T2i; R2
i+1 is the correlation coefficient between lg (T2i+1) and lg

(Svi+1) at T2i+1.

Based on this, the pore classification of porousmedia with the

NMR fractal theory pore classification method is completed.

Results

Fluid distribution characteristics in the
core under saturated water condition

The simulated water saturation experiments were carried out

with two core samples using an ultra-vacuum saturation device.

For the two samples, the simulated water showed a three-peak

pattern distribution in the cores, and the left peak patters was

higher than the middle peak, and significantly higher than the

right one (Figure 2). Previous studies have shown that the

distribution characteristics of fluids in NMR T2 spectra of

porous media are closely related to the distribution

characteristics of pores at various scales, and the smaller

lateral relaxation times tend to correspond to smaller-scale

pores in porous media. Accordingly, it can be seen that the

pores in CTOS-7 and CTOS-19 are dominated by smaller-scale

pores and supplemented by larger-scale pores, in addition to

the development of a certain number of micro-fractures in the

cores. However, it is worth noticing that the smaller-scale

pores in COTS-7 occupy the absolute dominant position, and

the larger-scale pores in CTOS-7 are significantly less than

those in CTOS-19. In addition, the rapid decrease of lateral

duration in CTOS-7 at T2 = 4 ms and T2 = 100 ms also reflect

the poor connectivity among its smaller-scale pores, larger-

scale pores and micro-fractures. This also determines, to some

extent, that the fluid mobility in CTOS-7 is worse than that in

COTS-19.

Characteristics of movable fluid with
different centrifugal speeds

Centrifugal tests were carried out at five different speeds of

1,300 r/min, 3,000 r/min, 4,200 r/min, 6,000 r/min and 8,500 r/

min to understand the characteristics of movable fluids in the

tight-sandstone samples at different speeds (Figure 3). This is

mainly related to the low distribution in the larger-scale pores

andmicro-fractures in the samples.With the continuous increase

of centrifugal speed, the percent movable fluid in CTOS-7 slowly

increases to 7.81 %, while the percent movable fluid in CTOS-19

rapidly increases to 23.59 % (Figure 4). For CTOS-7, the fluid in

the small amount of developed micro-fractures decreases rapidly,

FIGURE 2
The NMR T2 spectrum of CTOS-7 and CTOS-19 samples
under the simulated water saturation condition.
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and the fluid in the larger-scale pores hardly decreases due to the

poor connectivity of pores, while the simulated water in the

smaller pores also decreases a little. For CTOS-19 with more

developed larger-scale pores, the simulated water in the micro-

fractures and larger-scale pores decreased rapidly at small

centrifugal speeds, and the simulated water in the smaller-

scale pores begins to decrease continuously as the centrifugal

speed continues to increase.

Discussion

Classification of pore types in tight-
sandstone samples

The pore structure of porous media has typical fractal

characteristics. With the NMR fractal theory pore

classification method proposed by Li et al. (2022), the pores

FIGURE 3
The NMR T2 spectrum of CTOS-7 and CTOS-19 samples under various centrifugal speeds.

FIGURE 4
The movable fluid saturation of CTOS-7 and CTOS-19
samples under various centrifugal speeds.
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FIGURE 5
The primary pore classification of CTOS-7 and CTOS-19 samples.

FIGURE 6
The secondary pore classification of CTOS-7 and CTOS-19 samples.
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in CTOS-7 and CTOS-19 can be roughly divided into two

segments with T2 = 7.054802 ms and T2 = 8.111,308 ms

(Figure 5). On this basis, the T2 value with the greatest

variation in pore of the two previously divided sections was

searched for on the principle of the greatest variation in adjacent

variability. For CTOS-7, the pores distributed in the interval of

T2 < 7.054802 ms can be further divided into two different types

of pores at T2 = 0.035112 ms; while the pores distributed in the

interval of T2 ≥ 7.054802 ms, bounded by T2 = 21.544,347 ms and

T2 = 151.99111 ms, can be further divided into the part of pores

can be further divided into three different types of pores

(Figure 6). As for CTOS-19, the pores distributed in the

interval of T2 < 8.11308 ms can be further classified into two

different types of pores at T2 = 0.035112 ms; while the pores

distributed in the interval of T2 ≥ 8.11308 ms can be further

classified into two different types of pores with the boundary of

T2 = 200.9233 ms for this part of pores (Figure 6).

Based on the above pore classification principles, the pores in

CTOS-7 are divided into five types, among which the type

P2 pores are the main type, with a small number of P2 and

P4 types pores, and a very small number of P5 type pores, while

P1 type pores are almost undeveloped. The P2 type pore is also

the main pore type in CTOS-19, followed by P3 type pore, a few

P4 pores are developed, and P1 type pore is also not developed

(Figure 7; Table 2).

Fractal characteristics of different types of
pores

The pore fractal dimension of CTOS-7 shows a gradual

increase in pore complexity as the pore radius increases, and

the pore fractal dimension of the three different pore type P3,

P4 and P5 are all higher, 2.97433, 2.99467 and

2.99727 respectively. The pore fractal characteristics for

CTOS-19 are similar to CTOS-7. The pore fractal dimension

of CTOS-7 and CTOS-19 with saturated water shows that the

pore structure of larger pore is significantly more complex than

that of smaller pore (Figure 8; Table 3).

The variability between different types of pore fractal

dimension can also be reflected, to some extent, the

connectivity between different scales of pores within a porous

medium, which will further determine the connectivity of pores

in a porous medium. In order to quantitatively characterize the

FIGURE 7
The various types of pores in CTOS-7 and CTOS-19 samples.

TABLE 2 The ratio of various types of pore in CTOS-7 and CTOS-19
samples.

Pore types Ratio/%

CTOS-7 CTOS-19

P1 0.01 0.01

P2 39.91 53.13

P3 15.20 23.61

P4 27.27 23.25

P5 17.61 —
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variability of fractal dimension between different types of pores,

dp is introduced to characterize it.

dp � (Di + 1 −Di)/Di (3)

where dp is the difference index of adjacent pore types; Di is the

pore fractal dimension of the ith type of pore.

The dp of COTS-7 is 0.4548 for P2 and P3 type pores,

0.0068 for P3 and P4 type pore, and 0.0026 for P4 and

P5 type pore. It can be seen that as the pore size in tight-

sandstone sample gradually increases, the connectivity between

larger size pores is increasing, while the difference between

smaller size pores and larger size pores is greater. The dp of

COTS-19 is 0.4534 for P2 and P3 type pores and 0.0151 for

P3 and P4 type pore, and the variation pattern of pore difference

index among different types of pores is consistent with that of CTOS-

7. It is noteworthy that the pore variability index of P3 and P4 types in

CTOS-19 is higher than that in CTOS-7, while the pore variability

index of P2 and P3 types shows the opposite characteristics, and

P2 and P3 types pores are the main pore types in both samples.

Combining the fluid mobility characteristics of CTOS-7 and CTOS-

19, it is clear that the fluid mobility characteristics of tight-sandstone

samples are mainly controlled by both the number of major pore

types and pore variability, especially the pore variability between

major pore types, and the smaller the variability of major pore types,

the better pore fluid mobility can be obtained.

The pore fractal dimension of different types of pores in the

tight-sandstone sample will change dynamically as the centrifugal

speed increases,. The fractal dimension of P3, P4 and P5 type pores

hardly changed for CTOS-7, which also implies that the discharge

of fluid from P2 type pore is the key to the increase of fluid

mobility. The pore fractal dimension of P2 increases with the

increase of centrifugal speed, while that for P3 pores is S-shaped in

CTOS-19, and the pore (Figure 9). The continued discharge of

fluids from simple pores in the P3 type pore leads to further

strengthening of the remaining fluids by capillary action of more

complex pore structures, which is the reason for the gradual

increase of pore fractal dimension of P3 type pore. The

decrease of the pore fractal dimension of the P2 type pore is

mainly due to the discharge of fluids in pores more similar to the

P3 type pore, and then the discharge of fluids bound by capillary

forces leads to the increase of the pore fractal dimension.

FIGURE 8
The pore fractal dimension of various pores in CTOS-7 and CTOS-19 samples.

TABLE 3 The fractal dimensions of various type of pore in CTOS-7 and
CTOS-19 samples.

Pore types Fractal dimension

CTOS-7 CTOS-19

P1 — —

P2 2.04449 2.03101

P3 2.97433 2.95197

P4 2.99467 2.9964

P5 2.99727 —
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Characteristics of fluidmobility in different
types of pores

It can be found that P2 type pore are dominant in COTS-7, and

the pore structure complexity of P2 type pores is much smaller that

other types of pores. However, due to the poor connectivity between

P2 and P3 type pores, CTOS-7 can discharge less fluid through the

centrifugation process. P2 and P3 type pores are the main pores in

CTOS-19, the better pore connectivity of P2 and P3 pore types leads to

the continuous linear discharge of fluids from those two types of pores.

In addition, the larger pore size of P3 type pore also contributes to the

rapid and large discharge of fluid from those types of pores (Figure 10).

FIGURE 9
The difference change of pore fractal dimension for various pores in CTOS-7 and CTOS-19 samples.

FIGURE 10
The difference mobility of fluids in various pores of CTOS-7 and CTOS-19 samples.
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Characteristics of pore fluid different
mobility in different types of tight-
sandstone samples

The two tight-sandstone samples used in this study are

dominated by smaller size pore, but the typical pore

development characteristics of the two samples determine

significantly different fluid mobility characteristics. The

predominance of small size pores and the poor pore

connectivity between small size pores and larger size

pores lead to a variety of pore types in the cores on the one

hand, and poor connectivity between smaller size pores and

larger size pores on the other hand, which ultimately leads to the

inability of the fluid deposited in the smaller size pores to drain

quickly. Further, fluid mobility is mainly controlled by the

volume of the main pore types developed in the tight-

sandstone and the connectivity between them.

Conclusion

1) The increase of centrifugal speed can effectively improve the

fluid mobility in tight-sandstone sample. However, the pore

structure connectivity within the tight-sandstone sample is

the key to determine the fluid mobility, especially the

connectivity between the main reservoir spaces of fluid

deposits in the tight-sandstone.

2) The NMR fractal theory pore classification method can better

reflect the complexity of pores in tight-sandstone. The more

pore types, the stronger the pore complexity of the tight-

sandstone, and the poorer the fluid mobility. In addition, the

fluid discharge is extremely restricted in tight-sandstone with

complex pore structure and poor pore connectivity.

3) In the process of gradual discharge of fluids, the pore fractal

dimension of themain pore where fluids are endowed also shows

a gradual increase, which is mainly the result of the capillary

force of the remaining fluids by the complex pore structure.
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